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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the generalization of the concept of infinitely 
divisible distribution to stochastic point processes in Rn, i.e., random 
distributions of a countable aggregate of points in Rn. Our work generalizes 
that done in [Ill, [13] and [14] for R1. 
In Section 2 we review some of the basic definitions and concepts of point 
processes. In Section 3 we introduce infinitely divisible point processes, and 
in Section 4 we study two very important examples in some detail. Finally 
in Section 5 regular and singular infinitely divisible processes are introduced 
corresponding to special types of dependency relations, and it is shown 
that every stationary infinitely divisible point process is the superposition 
of a regular and a singular process. Every regular process is shown to be 
realizable as a generalization of the cluster processes of Neyman and Scott. 
This work contains part of the author’s doctoral thesis written at Princeton 
University under the direction of Professor William Feller. I thank Professor 
Feller for his enthusiastic and inspiring guidance in the development of my 
work. 
2. BASIC CONCEPTS 
In this section we briefly review the basic concepts of countable aggregates 
of points randomly distributed in R”. For more details see [I], [2], or [3]. 
For clarity, the points of the aggregate will be called particles; a particle 
in Rn being completely described by the point in Rn it occupies. The results 
in the work are true for all R”, however, for the sake of clarity I present 
them in R2, the generalization to Rn requires a minor change of notation. 
From this point on, unless explicitly stated otherwise, all statements and proofs 
refer to point processes in R2. Furthermore all sets in R2 are assumed to be 
bounded Bore1 sets. 
1 This research was supported in part at Princeton University by the U. S. Army 




Let w be a countable (finite or denumerably infinite) aggregate of particles 
in R2 and let S C R2. Let N(S, w) = N(S) denote the number of particles 
in S (the w in N(S) being understood). 
A stochastic point process on R2 is a triple (M, MB , P) where (1) M is 
the class of all countable aggregates of particles in R2 without limit points; 
(2) MB is the smallest Bore1 algebra on M such that for every SC R2, 
N(S, W) = N(S) will be measurable, i.e., n/r, is the smallest Bore1 algebra 
for which the N(S) are random variables; (3) P is a probability measure 
onMB. 
We often denote (M, MB, P) by [P] or N or Np where N and Np refer 
to the counting functions (N(S), S C R2}. Of course this class of counting 
functions (or “random measures”) is our basic intuitive concept and the 
above definition formalizes it. 
It is essentially proved in [4, p. 551 and in [5], in the more general context 
of population processes, that there exists a unique measure P on MB assuming 
prescribed values for events of the form 
{N(S,) = 71 ,..., N(k) = ~4, 
where the Si are disjoint and each Si is the finite union of rectangles, provided 
this family of probabilities satisfies certain consistency conditions. 
We say a sequence of point processes {[PJ} converges to the point process 
[P] if for every n-tuple of sets S, , S, ,..., S, we have 
Ji+c P,{N(SJ = rl ,..., N(S,J = Y,} = P(N(S,) = yI ,..., N(S,) = Y,} 
EXAMPLE. Poisson Process - For fixed X > 0 and every S C R2, let N(S) 
be Poisson distributed with mean h 1 S / (where 1 S 1 is Lebesgue measure 
of S) and assume N(S,),..., N(S,) are independent if S, ,..., S,, are disjoint. 
The process thus defined is called a Poisson process with mean X and we 
denote its measure by PA. 
We call a stochastic point process [P] stationary if for every y E R2 and 
every n-tuple of sets S, ,..., S, , 
P{N(S,) = r1 ,..., N(S,J = yn> = WV% + Y) = ~1 ,..., N(Sn + Y) = rn>, 
whereSi+y={x+y(xESi}. 
3. INFINITELY DIVISIBLE POINT PROCFSSES 
Recall that distribution F(m, ,..., m,) defined for n-tuples of non-negative 
integers is infinitely divisible if it has a generating function of the form 
exp (C +IY~) = exp(#9(1 -f(r))), (3-l) 
m 
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where m = m, ,..., m, ranges over all points in Rn with non-negative integer 
coordinates, ym = yp **a yp, u(m) = a(m, ,..., m,) 
where 
C a(m) = -4O), 
PI>0 
and f(y) is an n-variate generating function. The explicit distribution 
function can be written in the form 
(3.2) 
where Fk* is the n-fold convolution of the distribution F, whose generating 
function is f(y), with itself. 
This result seems to be well known in the literature although I can find 
no reference for a proof. However it follows by a straightforward generaliza- 
tion of the argument for one dimensional distributions given in Feller [6]. 
Our first goal will be to characterize infinitely divisible point processes in 
three different ways. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A stationary point process [P] is injinitely divisible if 
there exists an array [PJ, i = I,2 ,..., j = I,2 ,..,, i, of point processes 
satisfying the asymptotic negligibility condition that for every bounded set S 
rn!= P,,,N(S) > 0 + 0, i-cc (3.3) 
and the limit relation 
Pi.1 * -** * PJ -+ [PI, i+col. (3.4) 
THEOREM 3.1. A point process [P] is infinitely divisible ifl either of the 
following two conditions hold. 
(A) For every integer n > 0, [P] can be represented as the superposition 
of n independent identically distributed processes, i.e., there exists a process [PJ 
such that [P,“*] = [P] where [PI*] is the n-fold convolution of [P,J with itself. 
(B) For every n-tuple of disjoint bounded sets S, ,..., S, , the joint distribution 
function of N(S,),..., N(S,,) is in.nitely divisible and thus has a generating of 
the form (3.1). 
1 See Appendix 1 and remark after Theorem 5.2. 
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PROOF 
Injinite divisibility + (B): For any n-tuple of disjoint sets S, ,..., S, , 
the definition of infinite divisibility states that the random variable 
PV,L W&J1 h as an infinitely divisible distribution. 
(B) z= (A). Since the distributions described in (B) define a point 
process [PI, they satisfy the consistency conditions of the extension theorem 
(Section 2). These distributions have the form given by (3.1). Thus the 
corresponding distributions whose generating functions are given by 
exp[l/k Cm u(m)ym], for fixed integer k > 0, also satisfy the consistency 
conditions and thereby define a point process [P,] such that [P,“*] = [PI. 
A =S InJinite divisibility: Let Pii = Pi . Then the Pii satisfy the condi- 
tions of Definition 2.1 and hence [P] is infinitely divisible. 
4. EXAMPLES 
(A) The first example is of course the Poisson process [PA], with mean h, 
which is the superposition of Pr-Poisson processes [P&j, with mean h/n. 
(B) Poisson Cluster Process. Consider a cluster process (for formal 
definitions see Appendix 1) with a Poisson process [PA] as base and a cluster 
structure Q. Intuitively speaking, we replace each particle of the Poisson 
process by a cluster of particles, with probability law Q, having the Poisson 
particle as its center and such that distinct clusters are independent of each 
other for distinct particles of [PA]. We denote such a Poisson cluster process 
by [PA,,] where PA,, is the measure associated with the process. 
The Poisson process is a Poisson cluster process with a cluster structure 
having one particle at its center with probability one. 
Cluster processes with a Poisson base were introduced by Neyman [7], [8] 
to study the statistical distribution of clusters of galaxies. They derived the 
explicit generating functions for some cluster processes. 
Since the superposition of two Poisson processes is a Poisson process 
we have 
[pA.Ql * [po.Ql = [pA+o.Ql (4.1) 
from which follows [Pn* (d,n),Q] = [Pn,Q] and thus [Pn,Q] is infinitely divisible. 
Assuming EN,@“) < co we proved in [I], [3] the existence of the cluster 
process, in the sense that, with probability one, the number of points in a 
bounded set is finite. However, for our purposes, this condition is not strong 
enough as the following example shows: 
Take a Poisson process [P,] and replace each particle by K particles, 
where K is a random variable with distribution (q,J with EK = CO; the K 
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particles are assumed uniformly distributed in a disk of radius one about 
the original particle. Then we have a cluster process in which the number 
of particles in any bounded set is finite with probability one, but the expected 
number is infinite. 
For Poisson cluster processes we extend our existence criterion as follows: 
THEOREM 4.1. The Poisson cluster process [PA,*] exists zfl for every 
rectangle I 
I R= 
QW(I + P> f 01 do -c ~0, (4.2) 
where I + p = (x 1 x - p E I}. Furthermore if (4.2) holds then 
Q{N(P) < co} = 1. (4.3) 
PROOF. The integrand in (4.2) is a non-negative measurable function 
of p and hence the integral is defined (possibly = co). 
It suffices to prove the theorem for any nondegenerate rectangle 1, 
for we can cover any other rectangle I’ by rectangles congruent to 1, say 
I i ,..., Ik and observe that 
Q!(W + P) # 01 G i QWVi + P> f 01. 
i=l 
Su$ziency. We must prove that Np is finite with probability one. 
Decompose the plane into concentric akilar regions S, , centered at the 
origin, with respective areas l/n. Applying the Borel-Cantelli lemma to [P,] 
and the S, we get 
(a) with probability one, NpA(Sn) > 1 for at most finitely many S, . 
Now represent Nrh o(1) by NpA o(1) = CE1 M, , where M, = the number 
of points of PA,* in I’coming from clusters with cluster centers in S, . By (a) 
only a finite number of the S, have more than one cluster center and these 
contribute only a finite number of particles to NpA o(1). For those M, such 
that M, has at most one cluster center we have ’ 
P{M, # O} = P (one cluster center in S, and at least one particle 
of that cluster in I) 
= P (one cluster center in S,} P (one particle in I from 
the cluster with center in &/one center in S,) 
= e-Als I ~S~I J, QiN(~-~)+ol& 
n n 
Note that dp/j S,, 1 comes from the fact that if a point of a Poisson process 
occurs in a set its position is uniformly distributed in that set. 
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Using (4.2), (4.4) gives us 
where K = {rz / S, has one cluster center}. Thus by the Borel-Cantelli 
lemma, the number of M, f 0 is finite with probability one and contributes 
at most a finite number of particles to NpA o(I). Hence NpA o(1) is finite 
with probability one. 
Necessity. Let S,, be an expanding sequence of annular regions, centered 
at the origin, such that every S, has area one. M, is defined as before. We 
assume [PA,,] exists, i.e., N’* o(1) is finite with probability one. 
In a Poisson process disjoint sets are independent and therefore the M, 
are independent, Applying Borel-Cantelli to the iI&, we get Cn P {one cluster 
center in S, and M, # 0} < 00. But 





= $ jR2Q{N(I-P) # o>dP < co 
proving the necessity. 
To prove (4.3) apply Borel-Cantelli to the event (N&S,) # 01. Q.E.D. 
From the definition of a Poisson process we see immediately 
PA.01 = IPM?{W, #O).Q( /NW) #O] I. (4.7) 
(C) Singular Poisson Mixtures. In [I], [2], [3] we studied mixtures of 
Poisson processes by randomizing the parameter. Such processes are not 
necessarily infinitely divisible. Here we reverse our procedure and mix an 
arbitrary stationary process by a Poisson distribution. 
Let [P] be an arbitrary stationary point process and h > 0. Define the 
stationary point process [EA,p], with measure EA,p, by 
E - A.P - e-A f tn pm*, 
m=o m! 
(4.8) 
where PO* = P+, (P,(N(R2) = 0) = 1). Such a process will be called a 
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singular Poisson mixture. The reason for the term singular will become clear 
later. 
From the definition of [EASP] we have 
RPI * b%,Pl = Pl+o,PI W) 
and thus I?w.PI a* = [JCA P]. Therefore [E, P] is infinitely divisible. 
If [P] is a point process, we denote by [P1ln] the unique point process 
such that [P lln n* = [PI, if such a process exists. When [P] is infinitely ] 
divisible we have, by Theorem 3.1, that [P1ln] exists for all n. 
We shall need the following relations for [EASP]. 
LEMMA 4.1. If [P] is in$niteZy divisible then 
L%,P4 -+ [PI. (4.10) 
PROOF. The generating function of [En,pl/n] for a K-tuple of rectangles 
I r ,..., I% is of the form 
enu--P'h)) + &P(Y) = p(y) 
where y = yr -**yk. Q.E.D. 
In particular we shall later need the special case of the lemma given by 
[%‘;‘;I = [‘%,PA,,,Ql -+ [pA,Ql- (4.11) 
Recall that M stands for our sample space, i.e., aggregates of particles 
in R2 without accumulation points. Let M* be the subset of M consisting 
of those aggregates in R2 containing an infinite number of particles, i.e., 
Mm = (N(R2) = co>. Let MF be the complementary set, i.e., 
MF = (N(R2) < oo}. 
It is proved in [IO] that for every stationary process, with probability one, 
every sample point is either in Mm or is the empty set, i.e., P{N(R2) = co 
or N(R2) = 0} = 1. 
Hence conditioning P on Mm we get 
K.PI = [E,P{M-),P( ,.wmJ. (4.12) 
5. CLASSIFICATION OF INFINITELY DIVISIBLE POINT PROCESSES 
In the remainder of the chapter, we classify the infinitely divisible point 
processes into regular and singular processes. Regular processes are those 
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in which, intuitively speaking, sets become less dependent as they move 
far apart and are independent in the limit. We show that every infinitely 
divisible process can be represented as the superposition of a regular and a 
singular process and that every regular process is a Poisson cluster process. 
For the remaining discussion Sa,b denotes the annular region, centered 
at the origin, with radii a and b, where a < b. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A stationary infinitely divisible point process [P] is 
regular if for the annular region S,,, and for every n-tuple of bounded sets 
s, ,..., S, and non-negative integers m, ,..., m, we have 
P(N(S,) = m, ,..., W,) = mn/Wp.~) = 03 
--f P{N(S,) = m, ,..., IV(&) = m,}, P, 4 - UJ- (5.1) 
DEFINITION 5.2. A stationary infinitely divisible point process [P] is 
singular if for every disc S, of radius r, centered at the origin, and the annular 
region S,,,,, we have 
We shall see that the [P,,,] are regular and the [E,,,] singular. P+ , defined 
in (4.8), is the only process that is both regular and singular. 
Our definition of a singular process may seem somewhat artificial, but the 
reason for it will become clear later. 
Instead of studying the infinitely divisible measures directly we use the 
generating functions for the various joint distributions determined by these 
measures (see (3.1)), using the coefficients in the exponents to define new 
measures on the Bore1 algebra Ma , intimitely related to the original measures. 
These ideas are contained in the following theorem which was stated and 
proved by Matthes and Kersten [II]. Although they worked with point 
processes on the line, their proof is essentially valid in R2 with respect to 
the definition of point process given in Section 2. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be the class of in$nitely divisible measures on MB . 
Let B be the class of all measures m on MB (not necessarily probability 
measures) which are stationary with respect o the translation operator2 Tt and 
which satisfy 
(a) m{N(R2) = O> = 0 
(b) for every bounded rectangle I, m{N(I) # 0) < 00. 
2 See Appendix 1. 
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Then there is a one-one mappling L of A onto B, such that for every P E: A, 
she corresponding LP E B satisfies the following properties: 
(c) For every n-tuple of rectangles (I1 ,..., I,) and non-negative integers 
(ml ,..., mm> # (O,..., O), 
LP{N(IJ = m, ,..., N(I,) = q} = a(ml ,..., m, ; I1 ,..., I,), 
where a(m, I) was defined in (3.1) as a coeficient in the exponent of thegenerating 
function for the N(I,) corresponding to P. 
(d) If P, , P, E A then L(P, * P.J = LP, + LP, . 
(e) If P, P, E A, n = 1,2,... then P,, --t P if for every set S E MB of the 
form {N(I1) = m, ,..., N(I,) = m,}, Ii rectangles, [m, ,..., m,] # [0 ,..., 01, 
mi non-negative integers, we have LP,{S} + LP{S}. 
COMMENTS. I will just say a few words about the idea of the proof. 
Property (c) is the key. Using (a) one can extend the set function defined 
in (c) to a measure on MB by means of standard theorems on extensions 
of measures. To prove that every stationary measure on MB satisfying (a) 
and (b) is of the form LP, we use (c) to define generating functions of the 
form (3.1) and then show that the generating functions are consistent and 
define a stationary infinitely divisible P on M, such that m = LP. 
EXAMPLES 
(1) Poisson process. In [P,] the generating functions have linear expo- 
nents and therefore the only sets of positive measure are of the form 
W(4) = ml ,-., N(1,) = m,}, where one of the m, = 1 and all the rest are 
zero. Hence LP, is concentrated on those sample points containing exactly 
one particle, i.e., the event {N(R2) = l}. HenceLP,{N(Rs) # l} = 0. 
(2) [E,,,]. From the form of the generating function we see that 
L-J%., = Al’ and by (4.12) we need only consider those P concentrated on Mm. 
Now let us look at the regular and singular processes in terms of their 
L-measures recalling the definitions of Mm and MF at the end of Section 4. 
LEMMA 5.1. [P] is singular injinitely divisible iffLP(MF) = 0, i.e., if LP 
is concentrated on Mm. 
PROOF. Referring to Definition 5.2, let 
f(x, Y) = exp [C a(ml , m2 ; S, , S,&“lyms] 
be the generating function for the joint distribution of N(S,.) and N(S,,,+,). 
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Then 
Thus for every Y > 0, 
But by Theorem 5.1 
Therefore [P] is singular iff for every Y > 0 
L~W(W # 0, W,,,,,) = 01 -+ 0, t--t 03. (5-3) 
We now show that (5.3) holds iff LP{JP} = 0 which will complete our 
proof. 
Assume (5.3) and suppose LP{MF) > 0. Then for some sufficiently 
large r, those points of MF concentrated on S, have a positive measure, i.e., 
LP(0 # N(S,) = N(R2) < co> > 0. (5-4) 
But the left side of (5.4) equals 
1~~ww,) # 0, ~(S,,,,,) = 0) = 0 
which implies a contradiction and hence LP(MF) = 0. 
Now assume LP{MF} = 0 and suppose that for some r 
Then as above 
@iP{O # N(S,) = N(R2) < co>+ 0, 
i.e., LP{MF) > 0 a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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By the same reasoning as in the above lemma we arrive at 
LEMMA 5.2. [P] is regular injkitely divkible ZT LP(Mm) = 0, i.e., zjJ 
LP is concentrated on MF. 
EXAMPLES 
(1) Poisson process--By Example 1 of this section, LP,{N(R2) # l] = 0 
and therefore [P,J is regular. 
(2) [EAsP]-By Example 2 of this section LE,,,(MF} = LP{MF} = 0 and 
therefore [EAep] is singular. 
By splitting up every stationary infinitely divisible [P] into those parts 
concentrated on MF and Mm we arrive at 
THEOREM 5.2. Every stationary injinitely divisible point process [P] is the 
superposition of a regular and a singular point process. 
NOTE. By the superposition of a finite number of point processes, we 
mean the process resulting from adding these processes, regarding them as 
probabilistically independent, i.e., N(S), the number of particles of the 
superimposed process is the sum C N,(S) of particles in S for each of the 
individual processes, where the -Vi(S) are independent. (see Appendix 2). 
In [ll] examples are given to show that not all singular processes are of 
the form [EA,p]. 
However in the regular case we are more fortunate as is shown in the 
following theorem. First I want to look at a special subset of MF. 
For each sample point w E MF pick a point x, E w such that if wr , ws 
are equivalent under a translation of the plane, i.e., wr = wr + p, p E R2, 
then xol = xw2 + p. We fix this choice of points for the rest of our discussion. 
As an example, on the line we might pick the point of w furthest to the left. 
Define MF’ by MF’ = (U E MF 1 x, = O}. A Bore1 algebra M,F’ on MF’ is 
given by MB F’ = Mi n MF’. Let RB2 be the Bore1 sets in R2. 
THEOREM 5.3. A stationary injinitely divisible point process [P] is regular 
$3 [PI = [PA.01 f or some h > 0 and a measure Q concentrated on MF’ and 
satisfying 
I R2 
QW(I + P) # 0) dp -=c ~0. 
PROOF 
Su$k-iency. Assume [P] = [P,,o] with h, Q as in the statement of the 
theorem. 
Then the mapping [w, t] -+ Ttw, w E MF’, Tetu E MF (where Tt is defined 
by y E T,w if y + t E w) is a one-one transformation between MF’ x R2 and 
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MF, measurable in both directions. Hence every measure on MBF is deter- 
mined by a measure on MF x RB2 and conversely. 
By assumption Q is a measure on n/r:’ such that 
and h > 0. Thus by Theorem 4.1 [PA,,] exists. By (4.11) 
and therefore 
LE %PA,“.c?{S~ = nPAh&} -+LPA,Q{S), n + 00, 
where S is of the form given in property (e) of Theorem 5.1. 
I claim that ~zP~~,,,,~ also converges to the measure that Q x A,,, on 
Mr x RB2 induces on MBF where m is Lebesgue measure. To show why 
this is true suppose, e.g., S = {N(Z) = k}. The induced measure is 
s R2QW(Z - P) = kl a~. (5.5) 
But let us look at nPt,,,,,Q{ S }. If we take a large enough rectangle I’ about Z 
only the cluster centers in I’ will contribute anything significant to S. But 
if we take n large enough only the condition that one cluster center is in I’ 
contributes significantly to nP(*,,,, , (1 and this condition, by the same reasoning 
as in (4.4) gives us an expression within l of (5.5). 
Hence LP,,, is concentrated on MF and PA,* is regular. 
Necessity. Suppose we have a measure P on MBF satisfying conditions 
(a) and (b) of Theorem 4.1. Lift P back to a measure P’ on Mi’ x RB2. 
For S f Mi’ x RB2 of the form A x B, A E MF, B E Rg2, we write P’(S) 
in the form W(A)m(B), W(A) < co, W is a finite measure on Mg, m is 
Lebesgue measure on RB2. Let h = W(MF’), Q = (l/h) W. Then P’ = 
W x m = Q x Xm and by our proof of sufficiency of this theorem 
lpi = [pA.Ql- 
Since P satisfies property (b) Theorem (5.1), it is well defined and therefore 
by Theorem 4.1 satisfies 
I QWV+p) # 014 < *. Q.E.D. R= 
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The above theorem shows that those [I’,,,] with Q concentrated on MF’ 
form a complete set of models for regular processes. It can be shown by a 
direct computation of the quantities given in the definition of a regular 
process that all [P,,,] are regular and thus every [P,,,] is equivalent to one 
in which.the Q measure is concentrated on MF’. 
APPENDIX 1 
CLUSTER PROCESSES 
Let w be a countable aggregate of particles in R2. We define the translation 
operator T, , y E R2 by 
XE T,,w if x+yefu. 
DEFINITION. Let [Z’e] be a point process and pick an arbitrary labeling 
of particles of [PB] say in increasing distance from the origin. Let {[PcJ} 
i = 1, 2,..., be a sequence of point processes, with identical measures PC, 
independent of each other and of [Pe]. 
Corresponding to each sample point w = (xi, x, ,...} of [PB] and each 
sequence of sample points {wc,> of {[PcJ}, we construct the set 
The map 
[wD , wc,, i = 1,2 ,... ] + N(S, wn) 
is measurable with respect to MB for all rectangles S, where the value 
infinity is allowed. When i’V(S, wn) < co for all S, then wn E M. 
We call the process [Pn] corresponding to the measure PO induced on M 
by the map, the cluster process with base [PB] and cluster structure [PC]. 




DEFINITION. Let (M, MB, PI) ,..., (M, MB, P,) be stationary point 
processes. To each [wi ,..., w,J in the product space Mn = M x *** x M 
associate the superposition uTV1 wi E M. We thus obtain a measurable 
409/17/I-10 
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transformation of (AP, MBn) to (M, MB) such that every measure R on MBn 
induces a measure P on M. If R = PI x 1.. x P,, , i.e., product measure, 
then we call P the convolution of the Pi and write P = P, * *a. * P, . We call 
the corresponding process [P] the convolution or superposition of the processes 
[Pi] and write either [P] = [P,] * ... * [P,J or [P] = [PJ * 1-9 * [PJ. 
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